NATO PER COMBATTERE  (ITALY, 1989)
(Other titles: Born to fight; Mayhem)

Credits: director, Bruno Mattei ; writer, Claudio Fragasso.
Cast: Brent Huff, Mary Stavin, Werner Pochath, John Van Dreelen, Romano Puppo.
Summary: Action/adventure film set in contemporary Southeast Asia. Jaded Vietnam veteran Sam Wood (Huff), living near the Thailand/Vietnam border, is approached by reporter Marylin Kain (Stavin) with an offer of $50,000 to tell his story of escape from the infamous Vietnamese Lutam Prison for a documentary she is making. In reality, she is seeking to rescue her own father from the Prison. Wood learns her true intentions and agrees to help. He is captured and tortured by the sadistic prison commander Duan Loc (Pochath) but ultimately escapes, releases the other prisoners and blows the place up.
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